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Abstract
Aims/hypothesis Epidemiological evidence is suggestive,
but limited, for an association between circulating 25hydroxyvitamin D (25[OH]D) and risk of type 2 diabetes.
We conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis that
included new data from previously unpublished studies.
Methods Using a nested case–cohort design in the European
Prospective Investigation into Cancer (EPIC)-Norfolk study,
we identified a random subcohort and incident type 2 diabetes cases occurring between baseline (1993–1997) and
2006. In the Ely prospective study we identified incident
type 2 diabetes cases between 1990 and 2003. We conducted a systematic review of prospective studies on 25
(OH)D and type 2 diabetes published in MEDLINE or
EMBASE until 31 January 2012, and performed a randomeffects meta-analysis combining available evidence with
results from the EPIC-Norfolk and Ely studies.
Results In EPIC-Norfolk, baseline 25(OH)D was lower
among incident type 2 diabetes cases (mean [SD] 61.6
[22.4] nmol/l; n0621) vs non-case subcohort participants
(mean 65.3 [23.9] nmol/l; n0826). There was an inverse
association between baseline 25(OH)D and incident type 2
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diabetes in multivariable-adjusted analyses: HR (95% CI)
0.66 (0.45, 0.97), 0.53 (0.34, 0.82), 0.50 (0.32, 0.76), p
trend <0.001, comparing consecutive increasing 25(OH)D
quartiles with the lowest. In Ely, 37 incident type 2 diabetes
cases were identified among 777 participants. In metaanalysis, the combined RR of type 2 diabetes comparing
the highest with lowest quartile of 25(OH)D was 0.59 (0.52,
0.67), with little heterogeneity (I2 02.7%, p00.42) between
the 11 studies included (3,612 cases and 55,713 non-cases).
Conclusions/interpretation These findings demonstrate an
inverse association between circulating 25(OH)D and incident type 2 diabetes. However, causal inference should be
addressed through adequately dosed randomised trials of
vitamin D supplementation or genetic Mendelian randomisation experiments.
Keywords Causal inference . 25-Hydroxyvitamin D .
Meta-analysis . Prospective . Systematic review .
Type 2 diabetes . Vitamin D
Abbreviations
EPIC
European Prospective Investigation of Cancer
25(OH)D Circulating 25-hydroxyvitamin D
MRC
Medical Research Council
PAF
Population-attributable fraction

Introduction
The potential impact of feasible approaches to reduce the
increasing global burden [1] of diabetes could be vast.
While primary prevention of type 2 diabetes through lifestyle modification represents a promising strategy among
high-risk individuals [2], it is acknowledged that many key
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lifestyle changes are difficult to implement or sustain. It has
been suggested that increasing the concentration of circulating serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25[OH]D), an indicator of
vitamin D status, could provide a practical complementary
approach.
Epidemiological studies suggest an overall tendency towards an inverse association between vitamin D status and
risk of type 2 diabetes [3–5]. However, some studies
assessed only dietary vitamin D intake [6, 7], which does
not include the major non-dietary component of vitamin D
from sun exposure. Other studies measured circulating 25
(OH)D, the best indicator of vitamin D status [8], but had
small sample sizes or a limited number of cases [9–11]. A
recent study reported no association between 25(OH)D and
risk of diabetes among older women [12]. A systematic
review by Pittas et al [13] identified three studies of the
association between vitamin D status and diabetes risk. Two
assessed dietary vitamin D intake and one included 25(OH)
D; meta-analysis was not possible. Further work by the
same group included a meta-analysis of data from four
studies, which showed an inverse association, but 25(OH)
D status reflected measured level as well as the use of a
predicted 25(OH)D score [14]. Vitamin D trial evidence has
shown no significant effect of supplementation on outcomes
of glycaemia or incident diabetes, but individual trials have
had limitations, including their post-hoc nature, small sample size, inadequate dose of supplement, or use of combination supplementation with calcium such that individual
effects could not be teased out easily [13–16]. While further
evidence from trials would help to address the issue of a
causal association, currently the epidemiological evidence
for a possible association between circulating 25(OH)D and
type 2 diabetes remains inconclusive, and the question is
important to resolve.
Therefore, our aim was to conduct a systematic review and updated meta-analysis of the longitudinal association between circulating 25(OH)D and incident
type 2 diabetes, including the contribution of previously
unpublished data.

Methods
European Prospective Investigation into Cancer-Norfolk
study
Described in detail previously [17], the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer (EPIC)-Norfolk study included 25,639 men and women from Norfolk general practices,
aged 40–75 years at the baseline study visit (1993–1997).
We designed a nested case–cohort (n01,852), including 892
incident type 2 diabetes cases occurring before 31 July 2006
and 989 subcohort participants (including 29 incident
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diabetes cases), selected at random from the entire cohort
and representative of the whole cohort. Prevalent cases of
diabetes (n032) were excluded from analysis. Clinically
incident type 2 diabetes cases were ascertained using multiple sources and verified by record linkage with general
practice, hospital and death registries. Complete data were
available for n01,447 for current analysis, with n0621 type
2 diabetes cases and n0849 subcohort participants (including 23 incident diabetes cases and 826 non-case participants
in the subcohort, as per the design of the case–cohort study).
Ultra-performance liquid chromatography–tandem mass
spectrometry was used to measure 25(OH) vitamin D2 and
25(OH) vitamin D3, which were summed to provide a
measure of total 25(OH) vitamin D. This assay was standardised against the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Written informed consent was obtained
from all participants, and the study was approved by the
Norwich District Ethics Committee. In addition to including
the EPIC-Norfolk study in the meta-analysis, we used this
cohort to investigate the effect of adjusting for potential
confounding factors that did not occur consistently across
other studies.
Ely study
The Medical Research Council (MRC) Ely study [18] is a
population-based prospective study of European-origin
adults in which 1,122 participants were randomly selected
from a sampling frame of all adults aged 40–69 years and
without diabetes, registered at a single general practice in
Ely. Baseline measurements were performed between 1990
and 1992, with follow-up visits at phase 2 (1994–1996)
and phase 3 (2000–2003) among individuals who were
non-diabetic at previous visits. By a median of 10 years
of follow-up, 61 cases of incident diabetes were diagnosed based on WHO criteria [18]. A subset of 740
non-diabetic cohort participants and 37 incident type 2
diabetes cases for whom data on baseline serum 25(OH)
D concentration, measured by radioimmunoassay, was
available were included in the current analysis. All
participants gave written informed consent and the study
was approved by the local research ethics committee. A
prior analysis examined the association of serum 25
(OH)D with continuous metabolic traits [19], but did
not examine diabetes incidence.
Systematic review: literature search and data extraction
Long-term prospective cohort studies published before 31
January 2012 that reported on the association between 25
(OH)D and type 2 diabetes were sought using MEDLINE
and EMBASE, and by scanning the reference lists of articles
identified for relevant studies and reviews. The search terms
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were related to vitamin D levels (‘25-hydroxyvitamin D’ or
‘25(OH)D’ or ‘vitamin D’), and diabetes risk (‘diabetes’ or
‘glucose’ or ‘metabolic syndrome’ or ‘hyperglycaemia’)
without limits on publication date or language. One author
(Z. Ye) reviewed all identified titles (n02,265) and subsequently the abstracts and full articles (Fig. 1). Studies were
included if they had a prospective study design, included
adult men or women (or constituted a nested case–control or
nested case–cohort within a prospective study), measured
circulating (serum or plasma) 25(OH)D at baseline, ascertained incident type 2 diabetes based on self-report of physician diagnosis or by biochemical criteria defined by WHO
or the American Diabetes Association, and provided an RR
and corresponding 95% CI for type 2 diabetes in relation to
plasma 25(OH)D levels. We excluded studies examining
only dietary vitamin D intake or supplement use, or those
with predicted 25(OH)D score, including only those that
measured circulating 25(OH)D. For each contributing study,
information was extracted according to a pre-specified protocol, and corresponding authors were contacted to submit
data where appropriate (n02) (Table 1). We used data from
the maximally adjusted analysis presented in each study.
The results variously reported as ORs, RRs and HRs were
assumed to approximate the same measure of RR [20]. We
2,265 potentially relevant articles
identified by 31 Jan 2012

35 full-text articles retrieved for
more detailed evaluation

2,166 excluded on basis of title
Reviews:
489
Case reports:
21
Functional studies:
102
Type 1 diabetes:
121
Other inappropriate:
1,433
64 excluded on basis of abstract
Disease population:
13
Inappropriate population: 14
Other inappropriate:
37

24 articles excluded because of
irrelevant outcomes, or
inappropriate study design

11 potentially relevant articles to
be included in the meta-analysis
2 studies excluded because of
insufficient information on
25(OH)D
EPIC-Norfolk study
and Ely study

11 unique cohort studies included
in analysis of 25(OH)D–T2D
association

Fig. 1 Flow diagram of studies identified in the literature search for
the association between circulating 25(OH) D and the risk of type 2
diabetes. T2D, type 2 diabetes

included unpublished results from the EPIC-Norfolk study,
described in more detail below. Additionally, our previously
published analyses for the association between 25(OH)D
and continuous metabolic-syndrome-related traits in the
Ely Study [19] were extended to the endpoint of incident
type 2 diabetes [18].
Statistical analysis
EPIC-Norfolk study Baseline characteristics of the participants were examined across quartiles of 25(OH)D in the
subcohort. Differences were examined using mean and SD
for continuous variables, with p values from an ANOVA test
or using number and per cent for categorical variables, with
χ2 test. Multivariable Prentice-weighted Cox-regression
was used, allowing for the nested case–cohort design [21,
22], to examine associations between total 25(OH)D (quartiles) and incident diabetes. Models 1 to 4 examined the
association including age (continuous) as the underlying
timescale, sex (1 0 men, 2 0 women), season of blood test
(1 0 January–March, 2 0 April–June, 3 0 July–September,
4 0 October–December), cigarette smoking (1 0 current
smoker, 2 0 former smoker, 3 0 never smoker), education
(0 0 none reported, 1 0 O level or equivalent [to age
16 years], 2 0 A level or equivalent [to age 18 years], 3 0
degree or higher [university/college/equivalent level]), family history of diabetes [1 0 yes, 2 0 no], physical activity
index derived from self-reported physical activity [23] [1 0
inactive, 2 0 moderately inactive, 3 0 moderately active, and
4 0 active], self-reported alcohol intake [continuous] and
supplement use [0 0 yes for any vitamins or cod liver
oil use, 1 0 no]. Model 5 additionally adjusted for BMI
(continuous). The population-attributable fraction (PAF)
for diabetes associated with 25(OH)D level was calculated
using the equation below
PAF ¼ 100 

½Px  ðHR  1Þ
1 þ ½Px  ðHR  1Þ

where Px is the prevalence of the exposure (defined as vitamin
D insufficiency, with 25[OH]D <50 nmol/l [24]), and HR is
the hazard ratio of diabetes when comparing the exposed
(25[OH]D <50 nmol/l) vs the unexposed (25[OH]D
≥50 nmol/l) groups in a multivariable-adjusted model that
included the covariates specified in model 5 above. Assuming
causality, PAF is the estimated proportion by which type 2
diabetes incidence would be reduced in the entire population if
the exposure (i.e. low 25-hydroxyvitamin D, <50 nmol/l) was
eliminated.
Ely study We examined the association between baseline 25
(OH)D (comparing quartiles) and incident type 2 diabetes
using logistic regression, and constructed an adjusted model
as specified in Table 1.

Nested case–
control/22

Cohort/11

Prospective/1.3
USA
(maximum 9.3)

Nested case–
control/14

Nested case–
control/7.3

Cohort/5

Grimnes et al, (2010)
[11], Tromso

Anderson et al, (2010)
[5], Intermountain
Healthcare study

Pittas et al, (2010) [4],
Nurses’ Health Study

Robinson et al,
(2011) [12], WHI

Gagnon et al, (2011)
[35], AusDiab

66.3±7.1;100%; white,
black, Hispanic

56.4 (SD NA);
100%; NA

55±21; 74.8%;
86% white

58.9±10.2; 60%;
majority European

40–74; 54%; NA
(majority European)

Australia 50.8±12.5; 54.7%;
92.2% European

USA

USA

Norway

Finland

Case 199; noncase 5,001

Non-case cohort

Controls
Radioimmunoassay/
43.6 (19.5) nmol/l

Self-report and confirmation
by supplementary
questionnaire in the Nurses
Health Study

Treatment with insulin or
oral hypoglycaemic agents,
fasting plasma glucose
≥7 mmol/l or 2 h plasma
glucose post-OGTT
≥11.1 mmol/l in
AusDiab cohort

Non-case cohort

Matched controls
from cohort

Matched controls
from cohort

Chemiluminescent
immunoassay/65
(25) nmol/l

Chemiluminescent
immunoassay/NA

Radioimmunoassay/
56.7 nmol/l

Age, ethnicity, waist
circumference, family
history of diabetes,
smoking, physical activity,
season, latitude,
hypertension, serum
triacylglycerols, fasting
plasma glucose

Age, ethnicity, latitude of
clinical centre, month,
WHI study indicators,
BMI, hypertension, fibre
intake, magnesium intake
and physical activity

Age, race, fasting status,
month, laboratory batch,
latitude, history of
hypercholesterolaemia or
hypertension, family
history of diabetes,
smoking, physical activity,
alcohol, multivitamin use,
dietary variables, BMI

Age, sex, history of
hypertension or
hyperlipidaemia or
heart failure or infection
or depression or renal
failure

Age, sex, month, physical
activity, BMI

Age, BMI, physical activity,
smoking, education

Age, sex, month, BMI,
leisure time exercise,
smoking, education,
blood pressure

25(OH)D measurement
Adjustments
method/mean 25(OH)D (SD)

Finnish Mobile Clinic Health Matched controls
Radioimmunoassay/
Examination Survey &
from cohorts
47.3 nmol/l
Mini-Finland Health Survey
with linkage to national re
imbursement registry for
costs of diabetes medication
Electrochemiluminescent
Self-report, verified by medical Non-case cohort
immunoassay/59.3 nmol/l
records, or elevated HbA1c,
or linkage to local hospital
records in Tromso cohort
study
Electronic medical record
All patients in a
Chemiluminescent
immunoassay/NA
database of the integrated
healthcare system
healthcare system
with a vitamin D
ICD-9 codes
measure
available

Mini-Finland Health Survey
with linkage to national reimbursement registry for
costs of diabetes medication

Ascertainment of cases

Sample selection

Case 317;
Nested in Women’s Health
control: 4,823
Initiative—self-report of
physician diagnosis or
use of oral hypoglycaemic
agent or insulin on a
medication inventory

Case 608;
control 559

Case 724; noncase 31,877

Case 247; noncase 5,872

Case 230;
control 452

Case 187; noncase 3,910

Knekt et al, (2008)
[10], FMC

53 (range 40–69 years);
53%; NA (majority
European)

Cohort/17

Mattila et al, (2007)
[9], Mini-Finland

Finland

Study design/
Location Demographics of sample: Sample size
follow-up (years)
age (mean ± SD [or range],
years); % women; ethnicity

Study

Table 1 Prospective studies of the association between circulating 25(OH)D and type 2 diabetes included in the meta-analysis
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UK

63.5±7.7/57.7%;
>99% European

60±9.1; 58%;
>99% European

Case 37; non
case 740

Case 621; noncase 826

Case 26; noncase 386

Case 416; noncase 1,267

Controls

OGTT in the Ely study

In the EPIC-Norfolk cohort,
self-report verified by
record linkage with
medical records

OGTT and glycosylated
haemoglobin in cohort

Non-case cohort

Radioimmunoassay/
58.8 (25.4) nmol/l

Electrochemiluminescent
immunoassay/51.8 (14.5)
nmol/l in cases/58.3(15.5)
nmol/l in non-cases
Randomly selected, Liquid chromatography–
representative of
tandem-mass
EPIC-Norfolk
spectrometry/
65.3 (23.9)a nmol/l

Non-case cohort

Age, sex, season, family
history of diabetes,
cholesterol, alcohol
intake, smoking status,
socioeconomic status,
BMI, physical activity

Age, sex, season, family
history of diabetes, smoking,
physical activity, education
level, alcohol, supplement
use, BMI

Age, sex, obesity, smoking,
outdoor activity, alcohol
and month of extraction

Age, sex, survey, season,
BMI, smoking, alcohol
consumption, systolic blood
pressure, total cholesterol/
HDL-cholesterol, parental
history of diabetes, Creactive protein, IL-6, solu
ble intercellular adhesion
molecule-1, and inducible
protein-10/CXCL10

25(OH)D measurement
Adjustments
method/mean 25(OH)D (SD)

Within cohort, self-report,
Randomly selected, Immunossay/37.8 nmol/l
validated by contacting physi
representative of
in cases/42.0 nmol/l
cian or medical chart review
MONICA/
in non-casesa
KORA

Ascertainment of cases

Sample selection

AusDiab, Australian Diabetes, Obesity and Lifestyle Study; CXCL10, chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 10; FMC, Finnish Mobile Clinic Health Examination Survey; ICD-9, International
Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision (www.icd9data.com/2007/Volume1/240-279/250-259/250/default.htm); NA, not available; WHI, Women’s Health Initiative

In non-case subcohort only

Cohort/10

Ely study (analysis
from Forouhi
et al [18, 19])

a

Case–cohort/10

EPIC-Norfolk study
(current analysis)

UK

Spain

Cohort/5

Gonzalez-Molero
et al, (2012) [37]

50.3±14.4;57.0%; NA
(majority European)

Germany 52.7±7.1; 47.2%;
100% European

Study design/
Location Demographics of sample: Sample size
follow-up (years)
age (mean ± SD [or range],
years); % women; ethnicity

Thorand et al, (2011) [36], Case–cohort/11
MONICA/KORA

Study

Table 1 (continued)
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Meta-analysis Pooled estimates across studies were obtained
by random-effect summary measures of the reported log-risk
ratios weighted by the inverse of the variance. Heterogeneity
was assessed using the Q statistic test [25] and the I2 statistic
[26]. Evidence of publication bias was assessed using funnel
plots and Begg’s test [27].
All analyses were performed using Stata/SE10.1 (Stata,
College Station, TX, USA). All statistical tests were twosided and used a significance level of p<0.05.

Results
EPIC-Norfolk study
The mean age at baseline was 58.0 (SD 9.4) years and 58%
of the subcohort were women. The mean (SD) total 25(OH)
D concentration was lower in cases (61.6 [22.4] nmol/l, n0
621) than among the non-case subcohort (65.3 [23.9] nmol/
l, n0826), p<0.001. Circulating 25(OH)D levels were highest over July to September (82.2 nmol/l [SD 25.1]), and
lowest over January to March (53.8 nmol/l [SD 20.8]).
Table 2 shows the thresholds and ranges for the quartile
distribution of 25(OH)D in the subcohort. The cut-off for
the lowest quartile in this population was 48.8 nmol/l, which
is close to the accepted definition of vitamin D insufficiency
(levels <50 nmol/l). Supplement use (vitamins or cod liver
oil) was significantly greater across increasing quartiles of
25(OH)D, and there were more current smokers in the lower
quartiles of the 25(OH)D distribution, while mean BMI was
slightly higher in the two middle quartiles (quartiles two and
three), than in quartiles one and four (Table 2). Table 3
shows that 25(OH)D was inversely associated with incident
type 2 diabetes. The proportional hazards assumption was
valid (p00.389). Comparing the highest and lowest quartiles
of 25(OH)D, the HR for diabetes was 0.64 (95% CI 0.47,
0.88) in age–sex adjusted analysis, reducing to 0.47 (0.33,
0.67) on adjustment for season of blood test. There was no
interaction between 25(OH)D and season on diabetes risk
(p00.644). Further adjustment made negligible difference,
with an overall 50% lower hazard of developing type 2
diabetes (HR 0.50, 95% CI 0.32, 0.76) in model 5. Additional adjustment for blood pressure or lipids did not change
our findings. The PAF for incident type 2 diabetes was
17.6%, with a prevalence of exposure of 26.5% in the
subcohort, defined by 25(OH)D <50 nmol/l.
Ely study
Mean age at baseline was 63.5 (SD 7.7) years and 57.7%
were women. The mean (SD) 25(OH)D concentration was
slightly lower in cases (57.5[20.6] nmol/l, n037) than in
non-case participants (58.7 [25.3] nmol/l, n0740). The OR
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of type 2 diabetes was 0.69 (95% CI 0.17, 2.91), p00.69 in
adjusted analysis (Table 1), comparing the highest with the
lowest quartile of 25(OH)D.
Systematic review and meta-analysis
Figure 1 shows that the initial searches identified 2,265
articles (PubMed 1,732 articles, EMBASE 682 articles,
duplicates removed). After exclusions, 11 relevant studies
were initially identified, but two [28, 29] were ineligible
because of limited information on 25(OH)D; thus, nine
unique prospective studies were retained [4, 5, 9–12, 30–
32]. Our meta-analysis included 11 studies, nine published
plus new, previously unpublished, data from the EPICNorfolk and Ely studies [19] (Table 1); this gave a total of
3,612 type 2 diabetes cases and 55,713 non-cases. A comparison of individuals in the top quartile with those in the
bottom quartile of baseline 25(OH)D yielded a combined
RR of 0.59 (95% CI 0.52, 0.67) (Fig. 2). There was little
evidence of heterogeneity (I2 02.7% [95% CI 0%, 61%], p0
0.42). No publication bias was observed when either using
Begg’s test (p00.82) or visually inspecting the funnel plot
(not shown). As the Intermountain Healthcare study [5], the
largest contributing study in this meta-analysis, had a somewhat different design compared with the other studies included (Table 1), despite it meeting our inclusion criteria,
we also repeated the analysis with its exclusion. The pooled
RR of type 2 diabetes after the exclusion of this study was
0.64 (95% CI 0.54, 0.76).

Discussion
The present meta-analysis of 11 prospective studies involving a total of 3,612 cases and 55,713 non-case participants
provides the largest and most comprehensive assessment
thus far of the association between circulating 25(OH)D
levels and type 2 diabetes. It suggests a strong inverse
association between serum 25(OH)D concentration and incident type 2 diabetes. The combined RR of 0.59 suggests
that the risk of future diabetes may be reduced by 41% (95%
CI 33%, 48%) by being in the top rather than the bottom
quartile of 25(OH)D at baseline. If 25(OH)D levels are
causally related to diabetes risk, then this finding could have
a substantial public health impact, as we estimated a PAF of
17.6% associated with vitamin D insufficiency (levels
<50 nmol/l) in the EPIC-Norfolk study.
The strengths of this study are that this meta-analysis
included only prospective studies with data on measured
circulating 25(OH)D, the best indicator of vitamin D
status, and the analysis of EPIC-Norfolk data enabled
us to examine the impact on the estimated association
of a range of important potential confounders. The meta-
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Table 2 Baseline characteristics of study participants by quartiles of serum 25(OH)D concentration in the subcohort: EPIC-Norfolk Study
Characteristic

25(OH)D (nmol/l)

p value

Quartile 1
<48.8

Quartile 2
49.0-63.5

Quartile 3
63.6-80.0

Quartile 4
>80.0

n

215

210

213

211

Age (years)

57.9 (9.2)

58.7 (9.8)

58.6 (9.1)

58.6 (9.5)

0.82

Women (%)
Serum calcium (mmol/l)

133 (61.9)
2.43 (0.23)

123 (58.6)
2.46 (0.18)

117 (54.9)
2.46 (0.19)

121 (57.4)
2.44 (0.25)

0.53
0.47

Using supplement or cod liver oil (%)

84 (39.1)

93 (44.3)

110 (51.6)

126 (59.7)

<0.001

Alcohol (units/week)
BMI (kg/m2)
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)
Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)

6.1 (8.5)
25.7 (3.7)

6.6 (7.9)
26.8 (3.8)

6.9 (7.5)
26.0 (3.6)

6.6 (8.5)
25.4 (3.1)

0.81
<0.001

134.7 (18.5)
82.2 (11.5)

134.6 (19.3)
81.7 (11.4)

134.9 (17.7)
82.1 (10.8)

132.7 (18.1)
81.7 (11.5)

0.58
0.96

Total cholesterol (mmol/l)

6.06 (1.10)

6.19 (1.15)

6.06 (1.03)

6.22 (1.15)

0.30

HDL-cholesterol (mmol/l)
LDL-cholesterol (mmol/l)

1.44 (0.45)
3.89 (1.03)

1.41 (0.42)
3.97 (0.98)

1.41 (0.38)
3.93 (0.95)

1.45 (0.41)
4.01 (1.01)

0.65
0.67

Triacylglycerols (mmol/l)

1.5 (1.0, 2.0)

1.6 (1.2, 2.3)

1.4 (1.0, 2.1)

1.4 (1.0, 2.2)

0.050

Smoking
Never (%)
Former (%)

95 (44.2)
77 (35.8)

99 (47.1)
82 (39.1)

108 (50.7)
85 (39.9)

94 (44.6)
92 (43.6)

43 (20.0)

29 (13.8)

20 (9.4)

25 (11.9)

70 (32.6)

75 (35.7)

89 (41.8)

77 (36.5)

23 (10.7)
88 (40.9)
34 (15.8)

17 (8.1)
89 (42.4)
29 (13.8)

28 (13.2)
73 (34.3)
23 (10.8)

20 (9.5)
85 (40.3)
29 (13.7)

66 (30.7)
64 (29.8)

58 (27.6)
66 (31.4)

54 (25.4)
61 (28.6)

46 (21.8)
58 (27.5)

48 (22.3)
37 (17.2)

53 (25.2)
33 (15.7)

48 (22.5)
50 (23.5)

57 (27.0)
50 (23.7)

100 (46.5)
57 (26.5)
13 (6.1)
45 (20.9)

63 (30.0)
61 (29.1)
31 (14.8)
55 (26.2)

47 (22.1)
66 (31.0)
43 (20.2)
57 (26.8)

22 (10.4)
45 (21.3)
89 (42.2)
55 (26.1)

Current (%)
Highest educational achievement
No reported qualifications (%)
O level or equivalent (to age 16 years) (%)
A level or equivalent (to age 18 years) (%)
Degree or higher (university/college/equivalent) (%)
Physical activity
Inactive (%)
Moderately inactive (%)
Moderately active (%)
Active (%)
Season
Jan–Mar (%)
Apr–Jun (%)
Jul–Sep (%)
Oct–Dec (%)

0.052

0.40

0.29

<0.001

Results are from the subcohort (n0849), and are either mean (SD) for continuous variables or number (%) for categorical variables
Triacylglycerols had a skewed distribution, so were log transformed for the ANOVA; medians and IQRs are presented
p value is from a χ2 test for categorical variables and from ANOVA for continuous variables

analysis included a large sample, with over 3,600 cases,
substantially greater than that included in previous work
[14]. We were able to compute a pooled RR of incident
type 2 diabetes comparing the top with the bottom quartile of 25(OH)D across all the included studies, offering
a ‘harmonisation’ of the exposure variable across studies,
which is statistically more robust than comparing extreme
categories of exposure where the categories differ across
studies.

Our study has some limitations. It predominantly included participants of European descent, and our findings cannot
therefore be applied to other ethnic populations; specifically
designed studies that include other ethnic groups are warranted. A number of the studies included in the metaanalysis were conducted prior to the standardisation of the
25(OH)D assay and consequently 25(OH)D was measured
by a number of methods, which may reduce the ability to
directly compare studies. Notwithstanding, our inclusion of
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Table 3 Association between baseline serum 25(OH)D and incident type 2 diabetes: EPIC-Norfolk study
Model

25(OH)D (nmol/l)

p value for
linear trend

Quartile 1 (reference)
<48.8
n0396

Quartile 2
49.0–63.5
n0375

Quartile 3
63.6–80.0
n0345

Quartile 4
>80.0
n0331

1

1

0.93 (0.69–1.25)

0.71 (0.52–0.97)

0.64 (0.47–0.88)

0.0015

2
3

1
1

0.88 (0.65–1.19)
0.88 (0.63–1.22)

0.62 (0.45–0.86)
0.61 (0.43–0.88)

0.47 (0.33–0.67)
0.46 (0.31–0.67)

<0.001
<0.001

4

1

0.89 (0.65–1.24)

0.64 (0.44–0.91)

0.48 (0.33–0.71)

<0.001

5

1

0.66 (0.45–0.97)

0.53 (0.34–0.82)

0.50 (0.32–0.76)

<0.001

Results are HRs and 95% CIs using Prentice-weighted Cox regression
p values for linear trends were obtained by including the quartile variable (coded 0, 1, 2, 3) as a linear term in the model, and using a Wald test to
test the null hypothesis that the effect of this variable is 0
Model 1: age as underlying timescale, sex
Model 2: model 1 plus season
Model 3: model 2 plus family history of diabetes, cigarette smoking, physical activity and education level
Model 4: model 3 plus alcohol intake and supplement and/or cod liver oil use
Model 5: model 4 plus BMI

only those studies that measured circulating 25(OH)D with
a named method, and exclusion of studies in which 25(OH)
D was derived or vitamin D status assessed only from
dietary questionnaires, offers a more direct comparison than
has previously been done. Also, in all the included studies,
there was a single baseline measurement of 25(OH)D,
which may not reflect vitamin D status over long periods.
The ascertainment of the outcome (type 2 diabetes) was by
self-report in several of the included studies, and this could
include misclassification of participants with undiagnosed
diabetes as non-cases. However, the overall effect of such
an error would be likely to attenuate the effect estimates
towards unity. The level of adjustment for potential confounders varied in the different studies included (as shown
Fig. 2 The association between
circulating 25(OH)D and
incident type 2 diabetes: metaanalysis of prospective studies.
In the forest plot, the sizes of
the boxes for individual studies
are inversely proportional to the
variances of log RRs, and
horizontal lines represent 95%
CI. There was no significant
heterogeneity (I2 02.7%,
p value00.42)

Study

in Table 1); thus, the effect estimates used in the metaanalysis might have been over- or underestimates of the
true effect size. Future studies could improve the validity
of findings if repeat measurements of 25(OH)D become
available, in tandem with biochemical assessment of diabetes incidence. The latter goal should now be more
feasible, as the logistical constraints of repeat fasting
glucose or OGTTs required for the diagnosis of diabetes
can now be overcome with the measurement of non-fasted
HbA1c, which is approved as a diagnostic test for diabetes
[30].
Our meta-analysis demonstrates an inverse association of
25(OH)D with the risk of diabetes, and plausible mechanisms for such association have been proposed, including,

Cases/non-cases

RR and 95% CI
(top fourth versus bottom fourth)

RR (95% CI)

0.58 (0.32, 1.06)

Mattila et al (2007) [9]

187/3,910

Knekt et al (2008) [10]

230/452

0.73 (0.35, 1.49)

Grimnes et al (2010) [11]

247/5,872

0.72 (0.48, 1.09)

Anderson et al (2010) [5]

724/31,877

Pittas et al (2010) [4]

608/559

0.51 (0.42, 0.62)
0.52 (0.33, 0.82)

Robinson et al (2011) [12]

317/4,823

1.05 (0.62, 1.77)

Gagnon et al (2011) [30]

199/5,001

0.68 (0.43, 1.07)

Thorand et al (2011) [31]

416/1,267

0.69 (0.45, 1.06)

Gonzalez-Molero et al (2012) [32]

26/386

0.47 (0.24, 0.91)

EPIC-Norfolk

621/826

0.49 (0.32, 0.75)

Ely

37/740

0.69 (0.17, 2.91)

3,612/55,713

0.59 (0.52, 0.67)

Total

0.2

0.4

0.6

1.0

1.6 2.0
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among others, potential effects through the presence of
vitamin D receptors in pancreatic beta cells influencing
insulin secretion or through the effects of 25(OH)D on
calcium metabolism [31, 32]. However, our meta-analysis
cannot address the issue of whether the observed association
is likely to be causal. Meta-analysis principally deals with
the issues of consistency and precision and can provide a
better estimate of the measure of association. However, it
does not resolve the problem of confounding that is universal in observational studies. Classic adjustment for a wide
range of confounding factors in the EPIC-Norfolk study did
not materially alter the measure of association, but we
cannot exclude confounding by factors we did not consider,
or residual confounding by factors for which we did not
adjust sufficiently. To address the question of causality,
there is a need for specifically designed randomised controlled trials that use adequate doses of supplementation and
a pre-specified outcome of diabetes incidence. There are
currently no such trials, as summarised in the recent systematic review and meta-analysis by Mitri et al [14]. An alternative approach that could also help to address causality
would be the use of Mendelian genetic randomisation studies. By examining the association between genetic variants
[33], 25(OH)D level and type 2 diabetes, it is possible to
investigate consistency between risk estimates obtained
from genotype-disease studies and those from phenotypedisease studies using genes as instrumental variables to
address the problems of confounding [34].
In conclusion, the findings of our meta-analysis provide
evidence for a strong inverse association between circulating 25(OH)D levels and risk of incident type 2 diabetes, an
association that remained largely unchanged in a new analysis of the EPIC-Norfolk study that considered a range of
relevant potential confounding factors. However, there is as
yet no demonstrable evidence of causality, and clinicians
should exercise caution when interpreting or acting on the
epidemiological evidence alone that currently dominates
this field.
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